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This is a list of the 1,000 most commonly spoken Norwegian words. The top 100 words have audio
pronunciations if available.
1,000 Most Common Norwegian Words (with AUDIO)
to make it simpler to search for Old Norse To search for a vowel with an accent, just type that vowel and then
a slash / To search for a hooked o (o,) just type o and then a comma To search for Ã¦ type a and then e. To
search for Å“ type o and then e. To search for T type th.
Englishâ€“Old Norse Dictionary - York University
25+ Norwegian phrases to get you going [Pronunciation] Greetings [Pronunciation] 1 en en Hello / Hi God
dag / Hei goo daag / hey 2 to too Good morning God morgen goo morn
25+ Norwegian phrases to get you going - zolid.com
This is the Norwegian Core 100 List. It contains the most important and most frequently used Norwegian
words. Start learning Norwegian with these words! Hallo, Pooh, you're just in time for a little smackerel of
something. Learn Norwegian in the fastest, easiest and most fun way.
100 Core Norwegian Words - NorwegianClass101
Norwegian businessman. A handshake, eye contact and a smile are enough when doing business in Norway.
The Norwegian communication style is informal and direct. When presenting yourself, try not to be too over
confident. It is important to be polite and respectful regardless of how informal their style is.
Rhode Island College - RITELL
Yet despite the sadness within the pages, the ending is ambiguously hopeful, and I've always remembered
Norwegian Wood as a love story. But then, that's the genius of Haruki Murakami .
13 'Norwegian Wood' Quotes That Prove Haruki Murakami Is A
Norwegian Phrases This page contains a table including the following: Norwegian phrases, expressions and
words in Norwegian, conversation and idioms, Norwegian greetings, and survival phrases. It also helps if you
simply want to know what to say when chatting in Norwegian!
Norwegian Phrases and Common Sentences - Linguanaut
"It's really, really deep," said Naoko, choosing her words with care. She would speak that way sometimes,
slowing down to find the exact word she was looking for.
West of the Sun, - Marco Bohr
Of course, you should first learn the most common words to begin to understand the general meaning of the
text. Swadesh list will help you most, it includes the most popular basic words in Norwegian. For whom
norwegian language is difficult to learn If your native language is not German or Swedish, prepare to learn
norwegian from the very beginning.
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